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Abstract: The paper aims to simplify the experimental research activity of the mechanical systems
behavior and to perform a prediction of the output parameters of the system, in case of a stable behavior
of the system, with the preservation of data known as input parameters. The prediction will be valid for at
least two output variables that are interdependent. The proposed algorithm is: setting the characteristics
of the ANN network: no. of layers, no. the nodes, the transfer function, the number of training cycles;
validation of the ANN architecture; the prediction of two output parameters in interdependence.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
In the literature, the explanation of the functioning of
a network of neurons was first given by W. McCulloch
(neurophysiologist) and W. Pitts (mathematician). D.
Hebb on a later research has reported that two nerves that
trigger the connection between them simultaneously are
improving themselves [1].
A particular problem in Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) development was the error management: a
problem solved by the error-recognition pattern that is
distributed throughout the network, and using minimum
two layers; a model now is called ANN with back
propagation networks. The error recognition model is
constructed so that the final output nodes are connected
with the previous nodes, having the characteristics of a
highly nonlinear feedback system [2].
Using ANN method, the predictions could be made in
many areas: searching for trends, ordering, object
recognition problems, understanding of vision and
speech, etc.
The optimal number of hidden layers and hidden
neurons / layers are difficult to specify without
significant experience [3].
There are certain estimation, such as those of
Kolmogorov (1957), which state that for the
approximation of a function of n variables, it would be
necessary n  ( 2  n  1) neurons in the first hidden layer
and, in the case of the use of two hidden layers (2n + 1)
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neurons. More recent research has shown that these
estimations do not always lead to an optimal solution [4].
The neurons of hidden structures have the role of
detecting the traits, the laws, the regularities contained in
the training patterns.
A large number of hidden neurons/layer negatively
influences the generalization capacity of ANN. It also
leads to an increase in the volume of data to be processed
and thus, to an increased duration for the training phase.
A too small number of neurons is not enough to form an
internal representation of the appropriate data and can
lead to a large square error during training periods and
consequently to a large error corresponding not only to
test data but also to training data.
The optimal number of hidden neurons will be
determined experimentally. A special import into the
ANN algorithm is the simple linear regression which
estimates scores for a variable according to a second
variable [5], with a very strong correlation between the
two variables [6].
The correlation coefficient r is directly related to the
determination coefficient r2. The higher value of the
coefficient of determination is closer to the maximum
value 1, the more variation of the response could be
explained by the explanatory variables, the difference
being allocated to unknown variables or correlations
[7‒10].
The linear regression model Theil-Sen proposes to
calculate the median of the slopes of all lines by pairs of
two-dimensional sample points. In comparison with the
smallest squares estimator, the Theil-Sen (TS) estimator
is robust against extreme values. It has a decomposition
point of about 29.3% in the case of a linear linear
regression, which means it can tolerate arbitrary data up
to 29.3% in the case of bidimensional problem [11, 12].
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this paper we take into consideration a mechanical
system consisting in a rotating table having a single CNC
axis to be controlled and using an electrical drive motor
(EM).
The measured parameters are presented in Table 1
and characteristics of the experiment in Table 2.
The selected input data sets (no. of measurements),
for each rotating table weight, are using a one-degree
resolution. The data acquisition system produced two
measurements between 13 and 1750 for two successive
grades. The number of measurements between two
consecutive degrees depends on the system stability
represented by the weight of the rotry table.
For prediction, is using the software Visual Gene
Developer 1.7 (VGD) – ANN with backpropagation
(ANN-BP) [13].
The data sets selected for the three rotating table
weights are used as input and output variables for the
ANN input and output layer respectively. We want to
determine the degree of generalization of a certain ANN
architecture for prediction. For example, we want to find
out if a specific ANN architecture for a rotating table
balance 0 [gr] in the field [00, -200] is also valid for [-200,
00] as well as extending to the other weights of the
rotating table 500 [gr] and 4.500 [gr].
In this paper, a prediction model using RNA-BP is
proposed, and the following steps are used:
1. Establishing variable input to the input layer.
2. Determination of variable output to the output
layer prediction.
3. Establishment of ANN-BP features: number of
hidden layers, number of nodes per hidden layer,
learning rate, transfer function, number of training
cycles (to be achieved by experimentation).
4. Training and validation of the ANN-BP
architecture.
5. Using the ANN-BP architecture validated for
parameter prediction of the other two weights of
the table 500 [gr] and 4.500 [gr].

3. APPLICATION OF ANN-BP IN THE CASE OF
PREDICTION OF OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF
A ROTARY TABLE
An experimental stand is consisting in a rotating table
assembly. The components are provided by Siemens:
1FK7042-5AF71-1FH0 electrical motor, the SINAMICS
S120 6SL3040-1LA01-0AA0 converter, the SITOP
PSU200M 6EP1333-3BA10 and various fuses [14]. The
material for rotary table assembly was aluminum alloy,
and it together with the electric motor weights a total of
35 [kg]. The mobile part of the rotating table has 11.5
[kg]. Figure 1 shows the experimental stand on which the
research was made.
Position sequences α are following:
a) α for the table 0 [gr]: -1_-20_0_20_0_-20_0_20_0;
b) α for the table 500 [gr]: 0_-20_0_20_0_20_0_20_0;
c) α for the table 4.500 [gr]: -9_-20_0_20_0_20_0_20_0_-18_-6_-13;
The prediction is done with the following ANN
architectures (Fig. 2):
A. an input variable and two output variables (a);
B. an input variable and an output variable (b).

Fig. 1. The experimental system using a rotary table.

Table 1
Measured parameters
6.

Table 2
Characteristics of the experiment

Fig. 2. The prediction experiment using ANN-BP architecture.
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Table 3
The ANN-BP characteristics for which the best predictive
precision was obtained

maximum value 1, the variance of the response variable
can be explained by explanatory variables, the difference
being attributed to unknown variables and inherent
correlations (Table 6).
The trend of the voltage parameter is characterized by
the oscillation of one side of the trend measured with the
tendency to obtain values deviated from those measured
by the peaks.
The trend of the torque parameter is highlighted by
approximately constant hold over the predicted range.
On the whole, by looking at Figs. 3 and 4, it is noted
that the predicted values for the two parameters are very
close to the measured ones, so the ratio between the
predicted and the measured parameter is roughly the
same.
The regression coefficients for the two parameters
have values above 0.92, which indicates that variation of
the response could be explained by the precision of 92%.
It is noted that the regression coefficient for the torque
has a value close to 1.

3.1. Prediction of two output variables with an input
variable
The input data set (Table 4) is the measured values
for the consumed power parameter and for the supply
voltage of the electric motor and torque we want to find
the prediction. ANN-BP training is done for the left-hand
data set.
The input and training data set corresponds to a shift
of the rotating table position α  [0,...,20] , and the
prediction is made for a displacement of the rotating
table position α  [20,....,0] .

Conclusion 2: making a comparison between errors and
the regression coefficient, the following situation is
observed:
a) voltage: error 5 % with a regression coefficient of
0.92;
b) torque: error 8.6 % with a regression coefficient
of 0.99.

Table 5
Comparison of the measured
and predicted data set

Conclusion 1:
a) the error between the measured and predicted
voltage (Table 5)is of 5.08%.
b) the error for the torque parameter between
measured and predicted (Table 5) is 8.69% .
The coefficient of quantification is r2 and it is always
a positive number and varies between 0 and 1. As the
value of the coefficient of determination is closer to the
Table 4
Input and training data set

Table 6
Characteristics of the regression coefficient for 0 [gr]
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Conclusion 3: for predicting two variables for an
oscillation angle α  [0,...,20,...0] of the rotating table
results with an accuracy of over 90% (error below 10%).
We continue to use this ANN-BP architecture with
175,000 training cycles for predicting tension and torque
for tables 500 [gr] (Table 7, Fig 6).and 4.500 [gr] (Table
8, Fig 7). for the same oscillation, respectively

α  [0,...,20,...0]

Fig. 3. Comparison of measured and predicted voltage.

Conclusion 4:
a) the error between the measured and predicted
voltage is of 12 %.
b) the error for the torque parameter between
measured and predicted is about 8.5 %.
Conclusion 5:
a) the error between the measured and predicted
voltage is very low (less than 0.01%).
b) the error for the torque parameter between
measured and predicted values is about 1.6 %.
Table 7
Characteristics of the regression coefficient for 500 [gr]

Fig. 4. Comparison of measured and predicted torque.

Fig. 6. ANN-BP architecture, the input-output data stream and
the predicted data set layout on the regression slope for
500 [gr].
Fig. 5. ANN-BP architecture, the input-output data stream and
the predicted data set layout on the regression slope for 0 [gr].

ANN-BP uses a data stream comprised between
approximately ± 0.75, (−0.75 ‒ negative flow highlighted
in blue and 0.75 ‒ positive flow outlined in orange).

Table 8
Characteristics of the regression coefficient for 4.500 [gr]
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Fig. 8.The ANN-BP architecture, the input-output data stream
and the predicted data set layout on the regression slope for
0 [gr].
Table 10
Regression coefficient for 500 [gr]

Fig. 7. The ANN-BP architecture, the input-output data stream
and the predicted data set layout on the regression slope for
4500 [gr].

General concluding A:
a) the error between the measured and predicted voltage
is in the range 0.01‒12 [%].
b) the error for the torque parameter between measured
and predicted values is in the range 1.6‒8.6 [%].
We can use the same ANN-BP architecture to predict
supply voltage and torque for a rotating table weighting
between 0 and 4500 [gr] for an oscillation angle
α  [0,...,20,...0] .
From the point of view of the information flow that
starts from the input layer to the first hidden layer it has
the same characteristics in all three cases analyzed,
namely the data set size is in the range ± 0.75.
If the prediction of the values on the regression slope
in the first two cases is evenly distributed along it, for the
mass of 4500 [gr] it is distributed which leads to the
highest precision of the prediction.
In all three cases the predicted values are positioned
on the regression slope in quadrant 1.
3.2. Predicting an output with an variable input
In this case, from the two parameters we give up the
voltage parameter and we use the ANN-BP architecture
in Fig. 2,b) with the characteristics presented by Table 3,
experiment B.
Conclusion 6: the error for the torque parameter between
measured and predicted values is 4.6%, for a regression
coefficient r2 = 0.99 (Table 9, Fig. 8).
Table 9
Regression coefficient for weight 0 [gr]

Fig. 9. The ANN-BP architecture, the input-output data stream
and the predicted data set layout on the regression slope for 500
[gr].

Conclusion 7: the error for the torque parameter between
measured and predicted is 8.6%, for a regression
coefficient r2 = 0.99 (Table 10, Fig. 9).
In the first two cases for a regression coefficient
above 0.9957, predictive errors of up to 10% are
obtained.
It can be seen that the information flow in the first
two cases, which departs from the input layer to the first
hidden layer, has approximately the same characteristics
as the ones in the previous sub-paragraph, namely the
data set size is in the range ± 0.75.
Predictive values are evenly distributed along the
regression slope with the observation that they are in
quadrant 3.
Conclusion 8: the error for the torque parameter between
measured and predicted values is 254% for a regression
coefficient r2 = 0.17 (Table 11, Fig. 10).
A large error occurs in prediction is also reinforced
by a very low regression coefficient (r2 = 0.17), which
points out that the variance of the response variable can’t
be explained by explanatory variables that is attributed to
unknown variables and correlations.

Table 11
Characteristics of the regression coefficient for 4500 [gr]
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The error obtained in this study is about 10% and a
regression coefficient in the most cases is over 0.92.
There are cases when the use of a certain output
parameter (prediction) extracted from a set of parameters
in a very strong interdependence leads to gross errors as
presented in the example above.
It is emphasized that in the case of using two output
parameters, the prediction is strongly influenced by
correlation of the outputs.
Fig. 10. ANN-BP architecture, the input-output data stream and
the predicted data set layout on the regression slope for
4500 [gr].

In this case, the ANN-BP, while using the
information flow between the input layer and the first
hidden layer, uses the ± 1 value range, it does not
succeed in training to identify the algorithm
characteristic of the input data set.
This is also evidenced by the predicted values that are
distributed in semicircle curve in all four quadrants on
the regression slope.
Explanation of the error: The error is due to the fact
that ANN-BP was applied to α = -9_-20_0_20_0_20_0_20_0_-18_-6_-13 (4500 [gr]) so at the second
oscillation and not at the first oscillation. Note that
position α (4500 [gr]) leave from (−9) and not from 0,
reason why the second oscillation was selected for α =
0_-20_0.
The error is supported by the regression coefficient
that has an extremely low value (0.17) and the final setup of the values on the regression slope (the semicircle
form of the line as normal). In the first case the use of
two output parameters (prediction) managed to "draw"
the prediction to the real values.
General concluding B: The error for the torque
parameter between measured and predicted values is
situated in the range of 4.6‒8.6 [%] for a rotating table
weight of 0 [gr] and 500 [gr], so we can use the same
ANN-BP to predict supply voltage and torque for a
rotating table weighing between 0 and 500 [gr] for
oscillation   [0,...,20,...0] .
4. CONCLUSIONS
Case study presented in the paper shows that for
ANN model and, in general, for the prediction data
models, the selecting of the data set to be analyzed must
be done by researchers with a large experience in
statistical and data processing. They have to understand
the interdependencies between the parameters and how
they influence each other so that when there are big
errors in the data analysis, they know the reason for the
occurrence (uncorrelation for roughly identical
situations) and eliminate them from the model.
The ANN-BP case study for the prediction of 1 or 2
parameters has demonstrated that the same architecture
and features for data sets with close values for the same
rotation position and different weights of the rotating
table can be used.
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